


The Concept 
An agency invests in “ Creative Content 
Creation” Established by “ Marketing and 
Advertising” Experts to provide media 
services for individuals, institutions, public 
sectors all around.  



Our Vision
We are aiming to be among the best 
companies in the same specialist field of 
in the next 10 years, through development 
and innovation, and competition for «the 
quality».



Goals and 
objectives

Providing several 
services with high 
quality, and exceptional 
professionalism in the 
field.

Investing the potential 
of technology in 
delivering the message 
of the beneficiary, 
effectively and 
smoothly.

Supporting 
intercultural 
communication 
between cultures.

Activating of technological 
«Media» in the sake of 
servicing the culture and the 
creativity.



The Field
Content creating,coordinating and 
management: Competing for the quality that 
makes us «making the most of the best.» 
Through producing high technical materials in 
all the arts of journalism, media and creative 
writing.
 Producing audio and video media (newspapers, 
television, websites, social media, advertising, 
etc.) through the construction and drafting of 
the (newsletters, investigations, dialogues, 
reports) and coordinate social platforms of 
publishing the content (such as magazines,(ne
wsletters,newspaper,and Personalaccounts). 



Editing books
In advanced societies, there are both the 
author and the proofreader, the first writers, 
the second does the addition of the editorial 
and narrative techniques of the book. We 
also play this role. By a selection of creative 
and talented in «article, story and novel, 
biographies, research and scientific reports.»



Content of 
civilizational cultural 
communication
The Agency has a network of cultural and 
media relations with professionals in its field 
of competence in many countries, in the Gulf 
countries ,Morocco, United State of America, 
Britain and the European Union. And that 
qualifies them to provide communication 
services from those countries, as long as this 
suits in the context of noble goals of the 
civilizational communication, and serve the 
commercial, and social relations.



Supportive tools 



Photography
Events Photography, photos and videos 
covering. Beyond abstract documentation 
to enrich the event by taking «angles» of 
bright dimensions. 



Designs and Graphics
Ideas die and many of them can not shine 
out because it is not presented in the 
appropriate manner, attractively. Especially 
in an era of speed which the mood of the 
public fluctuates at an amazing pace.
So we innovate creative styles. (Graphic, 
video, animation)and directing media 
for books, magazines, and promotional 
publications.



Smart Marketing ( Accounts only)

The technology has provided enormous 
potential, making the ability to influence and 
spread multiply, with lower budgets.
We are offering in this area: marketing 
personal accounts (Twitter, Facebook, 
SnapChat, YouTube) for individuals, 
companies and agencies. 



Campaigns and Events
Many organizations organize campaigns 
and present exhibitions around, but it has to 
be  promoted and documented effectively 
to reach a broader audience. We at Media 
Minds our job is accordance with our terms 
of reference above: News editing. Events 
Photography. Design of publications (before 
and after). Managing the content of the 
organization. Marketing through beneficiary 
accounts in the new media.



Our Clients




